INTRODUCTION
============

Cancer of the head and neck is the sixth most common malignancy worldwide ([@B1], [@B2]). Among these cancer types, oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma (OTSCC) is the most common cancer diagnosed in the oral cavity and is more frequently associated with metastasis to regional lymph nodes than any other cancer of the oral cavity due to a rich lymphatic network and highly muscularized structure ([@B3]). Thus, the clinical course of OTSCC is frequently difficult to predict because the patients with small primary tongue lesions without clinical evidence of metastasis show a relatively high incidence of occult metastasis ([@B4]). It has been reported that patients with OTSCC have a significantly worse prognosis than those with similar lesions of the head and neck malignancy such as the oropharynx, larynx, hypopharynx, and other oral cavity sites ([@B1], [@B5]). With increasing evidence demonstrating that OTSCC is biologically different from other head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC), the need for prognostication studies to separate OTSCC from HNSCC have emerged ([@B5], [@B6]). There are several studies to evaluate prognostic factors for OTSCC using histopathologic results and molecular markers ([@B1], [@B2]); however, the data are conflicting and it is difficult to use such factors for pretreatment decision-making because they can only be precisely determined in postsurgical pathologic specimens. Therefore, data from prognostication studies specific to OTSCC at the time of initial diagnosis are still limited.

During the last decade, ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose (^18^F-FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) has emerged as an essential imaging tool in the field of oncology ([@B7]-[@B10]). ^18^F-FDG PET is useful in detecting cervical lymph node metastasis in HNSCC ([@B11], [@B12]); however, micrometastases still go undetected. In clinically node-negative (cN0) patients with OTSCC, the use of neck dissection in surgical management has been a source of debate, mainly because of a relatively high rate of occult metastases ([@B13], [@B14]).

^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET has been widely used, not only to determine stage, but also to predict the prognosis in patients with HNSCC. In the past, several studies have suggested that the degree of ^18^F-FDG uptake, quantified as the maximum standardized uptake value (SUV~max~), is an independent prognostic factor predicting clinical outcome in HNSCC ([@B15], [@B16]). Recently, volumetric parameters measured by ^18^F-FDG PET have emerged as new prognostic factors. Metabolic tumor volume (MTV) is defined as the volume of ^18^F-FDG activity in the tumor, and total lesion glycolysis (TLG) is a sum of SUV within the tumor. These factors have been reported as significant prognostic factors in several malignancies including instances where HNSCC is better than SUV~max~ ([@B17]-[@B19]). In our previous study evaluating 43 patients with cN0 OTSCC, MTV determined by PET/CT, demonstrated a statistically significant correlation with occult nodal metastasis ([@B20]). However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no previous studies evaluating the prognostic values of volume-based metabolic parameters for cN0 OTSCC.

In this study, we evaluated the prognostic values of volume-based metabolic PET parameters in patients with cN0 OTSCC in comparison to other clinical variables.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Study Subjects
--------------

From January 2004 to December 2009, a total of 91 consecutive patients with pathologically proven SCC of the oral tongue who underwent ^18^F-FDG PET/CT for initial staging were identified by searching the institutional medical database. The subjects underwent X-ray computed tomography (CT) scan and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the neck. Among these patients, a total of 57 patients with cN0 tongue cancer by CT, MRI of the neck, ^18^F-FDG PET/CT and physical exam were enrolled in this retrospective study. All patients were treated by resection of the primary tongue mass and elective neck dissection. The protocol of this retrospective study was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of our institution.

PET/CT Imaging
--------------

All patients fasted for at least 6 hours prior to the PET/CT scan. Blood glucose level at the time of injection of ^18^F-FDG was less than 200 mg/dL in all patients. PET/CT was performed on two kinds of dedicated PET/CT scanners (Discovery LS or Discovery STe, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA). Among the 57 patients, 38 were analyzed by the Discovery LS PET/CT scanner and 19 were analyzed by the Discovery STe PET/CT scanner. No intravenous or oral contrast material was used.

In a Discovery LS scanner, whole-body CT was performed by a continuous spiral technique using an 8-slice helical CT (140 KeV, 40-120 mAs adjusted to the patients\' body weight, a section width of 5 mm) 45 min after the injection of ^18^F-FDG (5.5 MBq/kg). After the CT scan, an emission scan was obtained from the thigh to the head for 4 minute per frame in 2D mode. Attenuation-corrected PET images (voxel size = 4.3 × 4.3 × 3.9 mm) using CT data were reconstructed using an ordered-subsets expectation maximization algorithm (28 subsets, two iterations). In the Discovery STe scanner, whole-body CT was performed by a continuous spiral technique using a 16-slice helical CT (140 KeV, 30-170 mAs with an AutomA mode, and a section width of 3.75 mm) 60 minute after the injection of ^18^F-FDG (5.5 MBq/kg). Following the CT scan, an emission scan was obtained from the thigh to the head for 2.5 minute per frame in 3D mode. Attenuation-corrected PET images (voxel size = 3.9 × 3.9 × 3.3 mm) using CT data were reconstructed using a 3D ordered-subsets expectation maximization algorithm (20 subsets, two iterations).

Measurement of Metabolic PET Parameters
---------------------------------------

All ^18^F-FDG PET/CT images for initial staging were reviewed by experienced nuclear medicine physicians on a dedicated workstation (GE Advantage Workstation 4.4, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using volume viewer software, which provides an automatically delineated volume of interest (VOI) using an isocontour threshold method based on SUV ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). MTV was defined as the total tumor volume segmented via a threshold SUV ([@B18]). Although many methods for the determination of an optimal threshold have been described ([@B21]-[@B23]), a standard method for clinical use has not been established. To identify a reliable representative method, several thresholds for determining the VOI boundary were adopted; mediastinal blood pool (MBP) activity ([@B21]) and fixed values of SUV at 2.5 ([@B23]), 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0. For the variable thresholds using MBP, a VOI consisting of 5 × 5 × 1 voxels was manually drawn at the aortic arch. The average SUV (SUV~avg~) plus two standard deviations of VOI was adopted as a threshold SUV for the tumor using MBP (T~MBP~). Using these five kinds of threshold SUVs, the VOIs of the primary tumor were automatically generated. The software calculated the SUV~max~, SUV~avg~ and MTV of the entire primary tumor according to the tumor VOIs. TLG was determined as a product of SUV~avg~ and the number of voxels. If the primary tumor was not visualized or could not be distinguished from the background (n = 8), MTV was set as a single voxel with a volume of 0.1 cm^3^. In the case of SUV~max~, an assumed default value of 2 was used for the convenience of statistical analysis. Those 2 values were lower than MTV or SUV~max~ of all visualized tumors.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using commercial software (IBM SPSS Statistics 19, IBM Inc., New York, NY, USA). Overall survival was defined as the time from the date of initial diagnosis to the date of death or final clinical follow-up. An event was defined as cancer or treatment-related death. The prognostic significances of SUV~max~, MTV, TLG and other clinical variables were assessed by univariate and multivariate analyses using a Cox proportional hazards regression model. All tests were two-sided, and *p* values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Data were expressed as the mean ± SD, if not otherwise mentioned.

RESULTS
=======

Clinical Characteristics and Metabolic Parameters
-------------------------------------------------

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Of 57 patients, 36 were male (63.2%), and the mean age was 49.9 ± 13.1 years with a range of 23-72 years. All patients had squamous cell carcinoma. The pathological tumor size was 1.9 ± 1.3 cm (range 0.3-6.0 cm). Elective neck dissection revealed that nine patients (15.9%) had cervical lymph node metastasis. According to the seventh edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system, 30 patients had stage I (52.6%), eight had stage II (14.0%), seven had stage III (12.3%), and the remaining 12 had stage IVA (21.1%) disease. Eight of 57 patients (14.0%) showed no demonstrable ^18^F-FDG uptake in the primary tongue lesion. Six of them had a lesion size less than 1.0 cm, and the remaining two had lesions measuring 1.6 and 3.0 cm, respectively. The mean SUV~max~, SUV~avg~ (cut-off SUV = 2.5), MTV (cut-off SUV = 2.5) and TLG (cut-off SUV = 2.5) of the primary lesions of all patients were 7.2 ± 5.5 (range, 2.0-30.0), 3.5 ± 1.6 (range, 1.0-7.3), 5.9 ± 8.2 cm^3^ (range, 0.1-35.0), and 30.8 ± 53.3 (range, 0.1-241.6), respectively. Among the thresholds used in this study, a cut-off of 2.5 showed the highest statistical significance in the prediction of overall survival. However, our conclusions regarding the prognostic values of metabolic parameters in predicting overall survival were not affected by the threshold method used. In other words, the results of the survival analysis using various cut-off SUVs were similar in terms of prognostic significance of volume-based PET parameters. Therefore, we described only the volume-based parameters with a cut-off of 2.5 for convenience.

Survival Analysis
-----------------

The median follow-up duration was 45.0 months (range: 11.0-88.1 months). Of the 57 patients followed, 52 (91.2%) were alive at the final follow-up, and five patients (8.8%) had died. On a univariate analysis, SUV~max~, SUV~avg~, MTV, TLG of primary tumor, pathological node (pN) stage, and AJCC stage were significant predictors of survival ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Among the five patients who died from the disease, four (80%) were AJCC stage IVA, and the remaining case (20%) was AJCC stage III. Three patients (60%) had cervical lymph node metastasis. According to the PET parameters, their mean SUV~max~, SUV~avg~, MTV, and TLG were 14.0 ± 10.9, 5.2 ± 2.1, 15.4 ± 16.2 cm^3^, and 105.2 ± 116.7, respectively. On multivariate analyses ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), MTV (hazard ratio \[HR\] = 2.698, 95% confidence interval \[CI\] = 1.083-6.721, *p* = 0.033), pN stage (HR = 10.888, 95% CI = 1.012-117.182, *p* = 0.049), and AJCC stage (HR = 13.220, 95% CI = 1.058-165.222, *p* = 0.045) were identified as significant prognostic factors associated with decreased overall survival. The ^18^F-FDG PET/CT images from a patient with squamous cell carcinoma of the tongue are shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The SUV~max~, SUV~avg~, MTV, and TLG of the primary mass were 30.3, 7.3, 29.9 cm^3^, and 218.3, respectively. The patient died of recurrent disease 11.0 months after cancer diagnosis.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the Kaplan-Meier survival curve according to the MTV of the primary tumor. A cut-off MTV of 7.78 cm^3^ was determined by maximally selected log-rank statistics. The patients with high MTV showed significantly worse prognoses than those with low MTV (*p* = 0.037).

DISCUSSION
==========

The present study may be the first investigation of volumetric parameters as prognostic factors specific to cN0 OTSCC. This study demonstrates that MTV, as a volumetric parameter of ^18^F-FDG PET, is an important independent prognostic factor for survival, in addition to cervical lymph node metastasis and AJCC stage.

Carcinoma of the tongue is known to have a high incidence of nodal metastasis, even during the early disease stage, and regional recurrence commonly causes treatment failure. In the present study, curative surgery revealed the presence of cervical lymph node metastasis in nine of 57 (15.9%) patients with cN0 OTSCC. Among them, three patients (33.3%) died due to disease recurrence. As expected, pN stage was a significant prognostic factor with a very high hazard ratio in both univariate and multivariate survival analyses (HR = 6.310 and 10.888, respectively). This study confirms that the presence of nodal metastasis in the neck is an important prognostic factor in cN0 OTSCC. AJCC stage was also a significant prognostic factor with a very high hazard ratio in both univariate and multivariate survival analyses (HR = 5.144 and 13.220, respectively).

In the current study, ^18^F-FDG PET/CT revealed that SUV~max~, SUV~avg~, MTV, and TLG were significant prognostic factors in cN0 OTSCC. SUV~max~, a semiquantitative index of tumor ^18^F-FDG uptake, has been shown to be a valuable parameter for the prognosis of survival in HNSCC. Several studies have indicated that a higher SUV of the primary tumor predicts a worse clinical outcome ([@B15], [@B16], [@B24]). However, in some recent studies, SUV~max~ of the primary tumor was not an independent prognostic factor for survival, exhibiting a poor predictive performance for treatment outcome ([@B17], [@B25]). In the present study, SUV~max~ was a significant prognostic factor for the univariate survival analysis; however, the parameter failed to be a significant prognostic factor on multivariate survival analysis. SUV~max~ is a single voxel value that may not represent total tumor uptake for the whole tumor mass and be vulnerable to statistical noise, which might explain the current results. On the contrary, volume-based parameters such as MTV and TLG could indicate total volume and total activity of the metabolically active tumor cells and might be less vulnerable to statistical variance. For HNSCC, the ability of volume-based parameters to predict outcome varies according to the tumor type and study method. It has been reported that MTV is an adverse prognostic factor for overall survival and is independent of other established prognostic factors ([@B25]). Our results also demonstrated that both MTV and TLG were significant prognostic factors on a univariate survival analysis. Furthermore, MTV of the primary tumor was an independent significant prognostic factor on multivariate survival analysis in cN0 OTSCC.

Metabolic tumor volume is obtained by ^18^F-FDG PET using dedicated software that measures the volume of ^18^F-FDG accumulation based on the high tumor-to-background intensity ratio following an attenuation correction ([@B25]). A study to compare CT, MRI, and ^18^F-FDG PET for the delineation of tumor volume in pharyngolaryngeal SCC with the results validated by the surgical specimen indicated that ^18^F-FDG PET is the most accurate modality for measuring tumor volume ([@B26]). Our previous study demonstrated that MTV was significantly correlated with occult metastasis with a very high hazard ratio (HR = 54.66) in patients with cN0 OTSCC ([@B20]). The present study added the prognostic value to MTV in cN0 OTSCC.

It is theoretically reasonable that TLG, which is a combination of SUV and MTV, represents both the degree of ^18^F-FDG uptake and the size of the metabolically active tumor, In addition, it is an ideal metabolic parameter of tumor burden. Several studies suggested that TLG was useful for the prognosis prediction and response to treatment evaluation in nasopharyngeal cancer, tonsilar carcinoma, esophageal cancer, etc ([@B27]-[@B29]). However, in this study, TLG failed to be a significant prognostic factor on multivariate survival analysis. These results might be associated with random variation and the relatively small number of subjects included in the multivariate survival analysis with many variables. Currently, it is not definite which PET parameter between MTV and TLG is more clinically useful in the oncology filed. Further studies using multicenter prospective large-sized design are warranted to clarify it.

Many oncologists would recommend adjuvant radiotherapy for large tumors if surgical margins are close to or involved with the tumor or after neck dissection involving many positive nodes. Conventional chemotherapy has a limited role in the primary management of carcinoma of the tongue but is sometimes considered as an adjunct in the treatment of advanced disease. In our study, the MTV of the primary tumor was an independent prognostic factor, irrespective of treatment modality. Our current findings on the volume-based parameter of PET suggest new ways to stratify cN0 OTSCC patients according to prognosis. With a more accurate prognosis, we can better select the patients with cN0 OTSCC who would benefit from adjuvant therapy and close surveillance after therapy.

The present study is limited by its retrospective nature and that the measurement of PET parameters was performed by two different PET scanner models using different protocols. Further, the diagnostic accuracy of cN0 could be argued in the present study. We combined all information from physical exams for palpable neck lesions, contrast-enhanced, dual-phase CT and/or MRI, and PET/CT to evaluate neck status in patients with OTSCC. The measurement of PET parameters was performed by two different PET scanner models with different protocols, which may have an influence on the SUV measurement. However, MTV was consistently identified as a significant prognostic predictor, irrespective of the threshold determination methods for tumor boundary, which suggests that the effect of scanner model and protocol might not significantly affect our results. To clarify, additional studies with the same scanner are needed before it will be generally accepted. The number of patients in the present study population was relatively small for performing multivariate analyses. Finally, 22.8% of primary tumors (13/57) had a lesion size with a maximum diameter less than 1 cm, which might underestimate volumetric PET parameters due to partial volume effect. We cannot exclude the possibility that this might have an effect on the results of the survival analysis. Therefore, our study involves generating hypotheses to support the clinical value of volumetric functional assessment in patients with OTSCC. Further prospective multicenter validation studies are needed with a larger number of patients and standardized imaging protocols across different PET/CT scanners.

In conclusion, the present study suggests that MTV, as a volumetric parameter of ^18^F-FDG PET, is an independent prognostic factor for survival in addition to pN stage and AJCC stage in cN0 OTSCC patients. Therefore, ^18^F-FDG PET may be helpful for selecting candidates for adjuvant therapy and close follow-up after therapy in patients with cN0 OTSCC. Although there is insufficient standardization and inadequate validation for the implementation of the volumetric functional assessment in clinical practice, we present our results as a hypothesis-generating study that warrants further confirmation. Additional multicenter prospective studies with larger patient cohorts are needed to validate the prognostic utility of this promising functional biomarker derived from ^18^F-FDG PET/CT.
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![^18^F-FDG PET/CT images from 35-year-old male patient with squamous cell carcinoma of tongue.\
Primary tumor uptake is well visualized on MIP image **(A)**. Segmented VOIs are shown on transverse **(B)**, sagittal **(C)**, coronal **(D)**, and fused PET/CT **(E)** images. MIP = maximum-intensity-projection, VOI = volume of interest. ^18^F-FDG PET/CT = ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/CT](kjr-13-752-g001){#F1}

![Kaplan-Meier survival curve according to metabolic tumor volume of primary tumor in clinically node-negative oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma.](kjr-13-752-g002){#F2}
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Patient Demographics and Clinical Characteristics
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**Note.**- AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer, pN = pathological N, pT = pathological T, M = metastasis
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Univariate Analysis for Overall Survival Using Cox Proportional-Hazard Model
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**Note.**- ^\*^Significant. HR = hazard ratio, CI = confidence interval, AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer, SUV~max~ = maximum standardized uptake value, SUV~avg~ = average standardized uptake value, MTV = metabolic tumor volume, TLG = total lesion glycolysis, pN = pathological N, pT = pathological T, adj Tx = adjuvant therapy
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Multivariate Analysis for Overall Survival Using Cox Proportional-Hazard Model
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**Note.**- HR = hazard ratio, CI = confidence interval, AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer, MTV = metabolic tumor volume, pN = pathological node
